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Challenging algorithms in bioinformatics 



What is bioinformatics? 
Definition: 

 
Bioinformatics is the development and use of computational and 
mathematical methods to gather, process and interpret molecular 
biological data. 

 
Aim of research: 

 
To increase our understanding of the connections between biological 
processes at different levels while developing better theories and 
methods in computer science and statistics. 

 
An interdisciplinary subject: 
 

Computer science/statistics/mathematics + biology/medicine 



Bioinformatics at many levels 
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Genomes and chromosomes 

Human genome with 23 pairs of 
chromosomes (22 + XX or XY) 
 
ca 3 000 000 000 bp 

The genome is our genetic 
material. It consists of DNA. 
From ~2 to ~150 000 million 
nucleotides (base pairs). 



Four nucleotides form 2 pairs 

Complementary bases: 
p  A with T (2 H-bonds) 
p  C with G (3 H-bonds)  

G 

C 
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T 

Four bases: A, C, G and T 



DNA -> mRNA -> Protein 

Genes can be turned on and expressed (produced) at 
certain times and places. 
 
The expression of gene consists of at least two steps 

n  Transcription: DNA à mRNA 
n  Translation: mRNA à Protein 



The universal genetic code 

Start codon: 
AUG 
 
Stop codons: 
UAA, 
UAG, 
UGA 

During translation, groups of 3 nucleotides are read from the mRNA. 
These codons selects new amino acids to be added to the protein chain. 





Proteins fold into beautiful structures  

p  Proteins consist of chains of amino acids (on average 350) 
p  Proteins form 3D structures 
p  They act as molecular machines or as structural building blocks 
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Important challenges in bioinformatics 

Examples of classic and important computational challenges in 
bioinformatics (hardest problems first): 

p  Protein structure prediction and design 
p  Whole-genome de novo sequence assembly 
p  Pairwise and multiple sequence alignment 
p  Sequence database searching and mapping 
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Protein structure prediction 

p  Hardest problem (“Holy grail”): predict 3D 
protein structure directly from sequence 
n  “ab initio“ 
n  “homology modelling” 
n  “threading” 

p  Protein secondary structure prediction (easier) 
n  Predict helixes, strands and loops 
n  Not 3D 

p  “Folding@Home” 
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Protein 3D structure and design 

MPARALLPRRMGHRT
LASTPALWASIPCPR
SELRLDLVLPSGQSF
RWREQSPAHWSGVLA 
DQVWTLTQTEEQLHC
TVYRGDKSQASRPTP
DELEAVRKYFQLDVT
LAQLYHHWGSVD... 

Structure prediction 

Protein design 



Whole genome sequence assembly 



The cost of sequencing 

Source: http://www.genome.gov/images/content/costpermegabase_apr2015.jpg 



Developments in Sequencing 

p Source: Lex Nederbragt (2012-2015) https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.100940 



Whole genome sequence assembly 

p  Genome sequencing results in 
millions of small pieces of the 
full genome 

p  The challenge is to puzzle 
these together in the right 
order 

p  Genome size ranging from 
2Mbp (bacteria) to 3Gbp 
(human) to 150Gbp (plant) 

p  Read size from 30 bp to 1000 
bp 

p  Sequencing errors 
p  Natural variation (allels) 
p  Repeats and similar regions 



All the pieces must be puzzled together 



Example: Reads of length 10 

nøf,_tidde
snør,_det_
ddeli_bom.
,_den_snør
t_smør,_ti
Det_snør._



Example: Identify overlaps 

               nøf,_tidde
    snør,_det_
                      ddeli_bom.
        ,_den_snør
            t_smør,_ti
Det_snør._



Example: Layout 

Det_snør._
    snør,_det_
        ,_den_snør
            t_smør,_ti
               nøf,_tidde
                      ddeli_bom.



Example: Find consensus sequence 

Det_snør._
    snør,_det_
        ,_den_snør
            t_smør,_ti
               nøf,_tidde
                      ddeli_bom.

Det_snør,_det_snør,_tiddeli_bom.

Repeat of length 9 



Overview of the assembly process 



Overlap-Layout-Consensus assemblers 



de Bruijn graph assemblers 

Strategy: 
p  Shred the reads into k-mers (e.g. k=31) 
p  Connect k-mers that overlap with other k-mers with k-1 common 

nucleotides 
p  Build a de Bruijn graph where the edges represent the k-mers and 

the nodes represent the overlap of k-1 nucleotides between the 
edges 

p  Find an Eulerian path or cycle through the graph. It shall visit all 
edges once. Nodes may be visited more than once. 



Two genome assembly strategies 



Genome browsers 

p Kilde: genome.ucsc.edu 



Problematic issues 

p  Sequencing errors 
n  Introduces false sequences into the assembly 
n  May be alleviated by higher coverage / larger sequencing depth, or by 

error detection and correction 

p  Repeats 
n  Our genomes are filled with many almost identical repeated sequences 
n  Repeats longer than the read length makes it impossible to determine 

the exact location of the read 
n  May cause compression or misassemblies 
n  May be alleviated by longer reads or paired-end/mate pair reads 

p  Heterozygosity 
n  Diploid organisms (e.g Humans) actually have two “genomes”, not 

one. Chromosome pairs 1-22 for all and XX for women (XY for men). 
One set of chromosomes from our mother and one from our father. 

n  The two are mostly identical, but there are some differences 
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Alignment variants and algorithms 

Global Local 

 
 
Pairwise 

 
Dynamic programming 
(Needleman-Wunsch) 
 

 
Dynamic programming 
(Smith-Waterman) 
 
FASTA 
BLAST 
 

 
 
Multiple 

 
Dynamic programming 
 
ClustalW 
T-Coffee 
MUSCLE 
MAFFT 

 
Dynamic programming 
 
MEME 
 

Dynamic programming gives an optimal solution, but can be extremely 
space and time demanding with many sequences (n > 2). 
The alternative is heuristic algorithms. 



E.coli AlkA 
Hollis et al. (2000) EMBO J. 19, 758-766 (PDB ID 1DIZ) 

Human OGG1 
Source: Bruner et al. (2000) Nature 403, 859-866 (PDB ID 1EBM) 

Pairwise sequence alignment 

E.c. AlkA 127 SVAMAAKLTARVAQLYGERLDDFPE--YICFPTPQRLAAADPQA-LKALGMPLKRAEALI 183 
              ++|    +  |+ | +| ||    +  |  ||+ | ||  + +| |+ ||+   ||  + 
H.s. OGG1 151 NIARITGMVERLCQAFGPRLIQLDDVTYHGFPSLQALAGPEVEAHLRKLGLGY-RARYVS 209 

E.c. AlkA 184 HLANAALE-----GTLPMTIPGDVEQAMKTLQTFPGIGRWTANYFAL              225 
                | | ||       |        |+| | |   ||+|   |+   | 
H.s. OGG1 210 ASARAILEEQGGLAWLQQLRESSYEEAHKALCILPGVGTKVADCICL              256 



Common alignment scoring system 

Substitution score matrix 
n  Score for aligning any two residues to each other 
n  Identical residues have large positive scores 
n  Similar residues have small positive scores 
n  Very different residues have large negative scores 
 

Gap penalties 
n  Penalty for opening a gap in a sequence (Q) 
n  Penalty for extending a gap (R) 
n  Typical gap function: G = Q + R * L, where L is length of gap 
n  Example: Q=11, R=1 

 

E.c. AlkA 127 SVAMAAKLTARVAQLYGERLDDFPE--YICFPTPQRLAAADPQA-LKALGMPLKRAEALI 183 
              ++|    +  |+ | +| ||    +  |  ||+ | ||  + +| |+ ||+   ||  + 
H.s. OGG1 151 NIARITGMVERLCQAFGPRLIQLDDVTYHGFPSLQALAGPEVEAHLRKLGLGY-RARYVS 209 

E.c. AlkA 184 HLANAALE-----GTLPMTIPGDVEQAMKTLQTFPGIGRWTANYFAL              225 
                | | ||       |        |+| | |   ||+|   |+   | 
H.s. OGG1 210 ASARAILEEQGGLAWLQQLRESSYEEAHKALCILPGVGTKVADCICL              256 

BLOSUM62 amino acid substituition score matrix 
 
     A  R  N  D  C  Q  E  G  H  I  L  K  M  F  P  S  T  W  Y  V 
 
A    4 -1 -2 -2  0 -1 -1  0 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -1  1  0 -3 -2  0 
R   -1  5  0 -2 -3  1  0 -2  0 -3 -2  2 -1 -3 -2 -1 -1 -3 -2 -3 
N   -2  0  6  1 -3  0  0  0  1 -3 -3  0 -2 -3 -2  1  0 -4 -2 -3 
D   -2 -2  1  6 -3  0  2 -1 -1 -3 -4 -1 -3 -3 -1  0 -1 -4 -3 -3 
C    0 -3 -3 -3  9 -3 -4 -3 -3 -1 -1 -3 -1 -2 -3 -1 -1 -2 -2 -1 
Q   -1  1  0  0 -3  5  2 -2  0 -3 -2  1  0 -3 -1  0 -1 -2 -1 -2 
E   -1  0  0  2 -4  2  5 -2  0 -3 -3  1 -2 -3 -1  0 -1 -3 -2 -2 
G    0 -2  0 -1 -3 -2 -2  6 -2 -4 -4 -2 -3 -3 -2  0 -2 -2 -3 -3 
H   -2  0  1 -1 -3  0  0 -2  8 -3 -3 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 -2  2 -3 
I   -1 -3 -3 -3 -1 -3 -3 -4 -3  4  2 -3  1  0 -3 -2 -1 -3 -1  3 
L   -1 -2 -3 -4 -1 -2 -3 -4 -3  2  4 -2  2  0 -3 -2 -1 -2 -1  1 
K   -1  2  0 -1 -3  1  1 -2 -1 -3 -2  5 -1 -3 -1  0 -1 -3 -2 -2 
M   -1 -1 -2 -3 -1  0 -2 -3 -2  1  2 -1  5  0 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1  1 
F   -2 -3 -3 -3 -2 -3 -3 -3 -1  0  0 -3  0  6 -4 -2 -2  1  3 -1 
P   -1 -2 -2 -1 -3 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -3 -1 -2 -4  7 -1 -1 -4 -3 -2 
S    1 -1  1  0 -1  0  0  0 -1 -2 -2  0 -1 -2 -1  4  1 -3 -2 -2 
T    0 -1  0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -1  1  5 -2 -2  0 
W   -3 -3 -4 -4 -2 -2 -3 -2 -2 -3 -2 -3 -1  1 -4 -3 -2 11  2 -3 
Y   -2 -2 -2 -3 -2 -1 -2 -3  2 -1 -1 -2 -1  3 -3 -2 -2  2  7 -1 
V    0 -3 -3 -3 -1 -2 -2 -3 -3  3  1 -2  1 -1 -2 -2  0 -3 -1  4 
 



Amino acid substitution score matrix 
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BLOSUM62 
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How to find the best alignment(s)? 

p  There are too many possible alignments of two sequences to 
enable examination of every possible alignment individually 

p  There is an algorithm to identify the best (optimal) alignment(s), 
i.e the one(s) with the highest score 

p  The algorithm is of the dynamic programming (DP) type 
p  The algorithm was initially described by Needleman and Wunsch in 

1970 (global alignments) 
p  Local alignments: Smith-Waterman 
p  Two steps: 

n  First, identify the highest possible score using DP 
n  Then, identify the alignment(s) with the highest score (using 

temporary results from the initial step) 
p  Dynamic programming: 

n  General method for solving recursive problems by storing temporary 
results from smaller problems along the way 

n  Used to solve many problems in bioinformatics 



Needleman-Wunsch alg.: Initialisation 

p  Consider two strings S[1..n] and T[1..m]. 
p Define V(i, j) as the score of the optimal 

alignment between S[1..i] and T[1..j] 

p  Basis: 
n  V(0, 0) = 0     Empty sequences 
n  V(0, j) = V(0, j-1) + δ(-, T[j])  Insert gap j times 

n  V(i, 0) = V(i-1, 0) + δ(S[i], -)  Delete gap i times 



The alignment matrix, V: Initialisation 

- A G C A T G C 
- 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 
A -1 
C -2 
A -3 
A -4 
T -5 
C -6 
C -7 

Match: +2 
Mismatch: -1 
Gap: -1 



Needleman-Wunsch alg.: Recurrence 

Recurrence: For i>0, j>0 
 
  
 
 

In the alignment, the last pair must be either be a 
match/mismatch, a delete, or an insert. 

V (i, j) =max
V (i−1, j −1)+δ(S[i],T[ j])
V (i−1, j)+δ(S[i],−)
V (i, j −1)+δ(−,T[ j])

"

#
$

%
$

Match/mismatch 

Delete 

Insert 

  xxx…xx      xxx…xx    xxx…x- 
       |           |         | 

  yyy…yy      yyy…y-    yyy…yy 
match/mismatch           delete               insert 



The alignment matrix, V: Filling in 

- A G C A T G C 
- 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 
A -1 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 
C -2 1 1 ? 
A -3 
A -4 
T -5 
C -6 
C -7 

3 2 

Match: +2 
Mismatch: -1 
Gap: -1 



The alignment matrix, V: Complete 

- A G C A T G C 
- 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 
A -1 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 
C -2 1 1 3 2 1 0 -1 
A -3 0 0 2 5 4 3 2 
A -4 -1 -1 1 4 4 3 2 
T -5 -2 -2 0 3 6 5 4 
C -6 -3 -3 0 2 5 5 7 
C -7 -4 -4 -1 1 4 4 7 

Final alignment: 
 
A-CAATCC 

AGCA-TGC 

 
A-CAATCC 

AGC-ATGC 
 
Score: 7 
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Algorithmic complexity 

p  Assume that we are aligning two sequences of length m and n, and 
that the gap penalty is constant 

p  Memory: O(nm) 
 A fixed number of tables (one or two) with n*m cells: constant * nm 
A fixed number of additional variables: constant 
Little memory needed if we are only interested in the best score 

 
p  Time: O(nm) 

 Calculate B(i,j) and P(i,j) for n*m cells in the table: constant * nm 
 Perform traceback: constant * (n+m) 

 



Multiple sequence alignment 

p  Align three or more sequences 
p  Show corresponding amino acids in the different proteins 
p  Place gaps at correct positions 
p  Impossible to solve optimally by brute force for more than a few 

short sequences 
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Finding the best multiple alignment 
p  To find the best multiple sequence alignments the MSA 

programs will try to find the one with the highest score 
p  The score is usually the sum-of-pairs-score or similar 
p  Corresponds approximately to the sum of all pairwise 

alignment scores 
p  For the alignment A of m sequences s1 til sm we have the 

sum-of-pairs score S(A): 

p  S(a,b) is the pairwise score of a and b, and s-i is the projection 
of si, that is, si with inserted gaps 



The sum-of-pairs score 

  

M Q P   I L L L 

M L R - L L - 

M K - I L L L 

M P P V L I L 

score(k) = S(P,R) + S(P,-) + S(P,P) + S(R,-) + S(R,P) + S(-,P) 

We have S(-,-) = 0 
score for  
column k = 3 

Total score = score(1) + score(2) + .... + score(N) 



Clustal W 

p  One of the most commonly used and well-
known tools for multiple sequence 
alignment. Now somewhat outdated and 
surpassed by other tools. 

p  Uses a progressive algorithm: Always 
starts with the most similar sequences and 
then aligns less similar sequences with 
each other. 



MUSCLE 

p  MUSCLE = Multiple Sequence Comparison by Log Expectation 
p  Iterative procedure: improves the alignment gradually until good 

enough by introducing random changes in the alignment 
p  Very high quality of alignments 
p  Much faster than Clustal W 
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•  Goal: Identify which sequences in a database are significantly 
similar to a given DNA, RNA or protein sequence. 

•  How: The query sequence is compared (aligned) with each of the 
database sequences, and the amount of similarity is determined 
for each database sequence. 

 

Example: 

Query sequence:   acgatcgattagcca 
 
Database sequences: 
Identical (trivial):   acgatcgattagcca 
Very similar (easy):   acgaccgatgagcca 
Similar (moderate):   atgacggatgagcga 
Very diverged (hard):   atgacgggatgagcga 

Searching sequence databases 



Genomes are a huge source of information 
p  More than 7000 ”completely” sequenced genomes 

available – an enormous source of information. Many 
thousands of other genomes in progress* 

p  More than 1 000 000 000 000 basepairs in GenBank 
(incl. WGS) (2015)* 

p  Database sizes are growing exponentially 
– doubling in about 18 months since 1982 

p  Searching sequence databases for a similar sequence is 
fundamental in many types of analyses in bioinformatics 

p  Searching a sequence database with a new amino acid or 
nucleotide sequence allow us to find out more about: 
n  Gene function 
n  Conserved and probably important residues 
n  3D structure of a protein 
n  Distribution of the gene among species 
n  Gene structure 
n  Chromosomal localisation 
 

p  Save time in the lab! 

p  Database searching is highly compute intensive and is 
probably the task consuming the largest amount of 
computing time within bioinformatics. 

 
* Sources: genomesonline.org & NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genbank/gbrel.txt) 
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Searching databases 

p  Based on local alignments of query sequence with every database 
sequence 

p  Exhaustive / optimal / brute-force: Smith-Waterman 

p  Heuristic: BLAST, FASTA, PARALIGN, SSAHA, PatternHunter, 
BLAT, ... 

p  Speed 
p  Sensitivity 
p  Specificity 
 



Heuristic search algorithms 

p  Many heuristic algorithms creates an index into either the query 
sequence or the database sequences 

p  The index / hash key is short for sensitive algorithms and longer 
for quicker methods 

p  Allows fast lookup of matching positions 
p  Software: 

n  BLAST (w/variants), FASTA, SSAHA, BLAT, PatternHunter, USEARCH 
p  Index key size 

n  2-7 amino acids (BLASTP) 
n  1-2 amino acids (FASTA) 
n  1-6 nucleotides (FASTA) 
n  8 nucleotides (USEARCH) 
n  7-28 nucleotides (BLASTN, MEGABLAST) 
n  10 nucleotides (SSAHA) 
n  11 nucleotides (BLAT) 
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Short read mapping 

Input data: 
p  10-1000 million reads, each 50-200bp 
p  Sequencing errors (typ. 1% error rate) 
 
Reference genome: 
p  E.g. human genome, 3 Gbp 
p  Genome variants 
 
Output: 
p  0, 1, or more potential genomic 

locations of each read 
p  Mapping quality assignment 

Requirements: 
p  Speed, sensitivity, specificity 

ACGTACGTACGTACGTACGTACGTACGTACGTACGT 

CACGTACGTGGTTTTGCAACGTGCTGATGCTAGCAT 

TCAGTGCATTGCACCCTGGGTGTGATCGTGCATGTG 



Short read mapping algorithms 

p  Q-gram filtering 
n  At least one relatively long match 
n  A few mismatches allowed 

p  “Spaced seeds” 
n  Multiple short matches 
n  Multiple mismatches allowed 

p  Suffix array / Burrows Wheeler Transform (BW) / FM-index 
n  Exact match initially 
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Burrows-Wheeler 
p  The entire reference genome is initially 

transformed according to the Burrows-
Wheeler Transform and compressed 
into the FM-index. 

p  Align base by base of the read from the 
end (suffix). 

p  As the read is traversed, all potential 
locations are reported. 

p  If no match is found when a new base 
is aligned, then back up and try a base 
substitution. 

 



Burrows-Wheeler transform 



Thanks! 


